Nailer

Is there a serial killer in Ireland? In the midland counties of Laois and Offaly, two former
members of the religious Order of Saint Kieran, which once ran Dachadoo Industrial School,
are murdered within weeks of each other, their bodies found nailed to the floor. In this
gripping novel Tom Phelan once again brings the artistry and courage of his discerning eye to
a disturbing and emotionally loaded subject. Nailer reveals the dark side of the Irish Catholic
Church and targets decades of abuse of Irelands most vulnerable citizens. ***** A
hard-hitting thriller.--Books Ireland A compelling story.--Leinster Express ?Is revenge ever
justified? Tom Phelans gripping detective story challenges his readers to grapple with the
possibility that revenge should be a part of a justice system...Awesomely well-written
novel.--John Walsh, editor, The Hedgemaster ***** Author Tom Phelan, who is a former
priest, grew up in the long shadow of one of Ireland’s most notorious institutions for boys,
Saint Conleth’s in County Offaly. The reputation of the place was such that as children, Phelan
and his contemporaries were often threatened with being sent to Saint Conleth’s if they didn’t
behave. According to the Irish writer John McGahern, “The true history of the thirties, forties
and fifties in [Ireland] has yet to be written. When it does, I believe it will be shown to have
been a very dark time indeed, in which an insular Church colluded with an insecure State to
bring about a society that was often bigoted, intolerant, cowardly, philistine and spiritually
crippled.” Tom Phelan’s Nailer is both a riveting whodunit and a deeply affecting indictment
of the Catholic Church’s grab for power after the British departed from Ireland. Nailer shines a
light on a very dark time in Ireland’s modern history. Tom Phelan, reared on a farm in County
Laois, is the author of IN THE SEASON OF THE DAISIES, ISCARIOT, DERRYCLONEY,
LIES THE MUSHROOM PICKERS TOLD, and THE CANAL BRIDGE. His first novel was
selected by Barnes and Noble for its Discover Great New Writers series and was a finalist for
the Discover Award. Read more at www.tomphelan.net.
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Nailers give a smooth finish to wooden surfaces. This Home Depot guide provides details on
different types of nailers best suited for your woodworking projects. - 2 min - Uploaded by
HowdiniMost carpenters probably use the full range of pneumatic nail guns, but cant the
average Shop cordless nailers in the nail guns & pneumatic staplers section of . Find quality
cordless nailers online or in store.This 16-gauge Straight Finish Nailer features Airstrike
Technology, which eliminates the need for noisy compressors, bulky hoses or expensive gas
cartridges.Finishing nail guns are powerful tools that can handle basic home improvement
tasks as well as professional jobs. Use finishing nailers (also known as trim nail Built for
heavy duty projects, RIDGID Nailers are capable of accurately nailing together hard materials
using powerful pneumatic technology.Products 1 - 28 of 28 Shop our selection of Brad
Nailers and Air Nailers & Staplers in the Tools Department at the Home Depot Canada.Nail
guns and pneumatic staple guns, commonly known as nailers, have a variety of purposes, with
options for power sources and firing methods. Heres how to A Nailer is similar to a Popper
(mixture of marijuana and tobacco smoked through a bong). Though a Nailer is just the
tobacco from the insides of a cigarette Bostitch® finish nailers offer Smart Point® technology
for easy nail placement, a jam release for quick nail removal, and depth control for
countersinking.Products 1 - 48 of 154 Shop our selection of Air Nailers & Staplers and Air
Tools & Compressors in the Tools Department at the Home Depot Canada.Shop our selection
of Framing Nailers in the Tools Department at The Home Depot.The DEWALT Pneumatic
Brad Nailer is ideal for most trim nailing applications and drives 18-Gauge brad nails from 5/8
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in. x 2-1/8 in. L. It provides tool-free depth The Porter-Cable BN200C 18-Gauge 2-inch Brad
Nailer Kit Drives 18-Gauge nails from 5/8-inch to 2-inch length. This brad nailer features a
long life
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